
QTY Scent Rose variety Height: multiples of 5

ONE LOVE (Floribunda) 140cm

QTY Scent Rose variety Height: multiples of 5

FRAGRANT CLOUD (Hybrid-tea) 170cm

FRIDA KAHLO (Floribunda) 120cm

FRIESIA (Floribunda) 140cm

FULL SAIL (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

GALLIPOLI CENTENARY (Hybrid-tea) 120cm

GEMINI (Hybrid-tea) 170cm

GLAMOURPUSS (Floribunda) 100cm

QTY Scent Rose variety Height: multiples of 5

AOTEAROA (Hybrid-tea) 150cm GOLD BUNNY (Floribunda) 80cm

Brilliant yellow to soft gold, abundant blooms.

APRICOT PASSION (Hybrid-tea) 160cm GOOD SAMARITAN (Hybrid-tea) 140cm

Brilliant fuchsia pink. Free flowering.

ATOMIC BLONDE (Hybrid-tea) 180cm GOVERNOR MACQUARIE (Hybrid-tea) 185cm

BARBRA STREISAND (Hybrid-tea) 135cm GOVERNOR MARIE BASHIR (Floribunda) 125cm

BEST FRIEND (Hybrid-tea) 150cm GRAND IMPRESSION (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

BLUE MOON (Hybrid-tea) 135cm HEAVEN SCENT (Hybrid-tea) 200cm

BLUSHING PINK ICEBERG (Floribunda) 135cm HONEY DIJON (Grandiflora) 130cm

BONNIE BABES (Floribunda) 120cm HONEY PERFUME (Hybrid-tea) 135cm

BRILLIANT PINK ICEBERG (Floribunda) 135cm HOT COCOA (Floribunda) 140cm

BURGUNDY ICEBERG (Floribunda) 135cm ICEBERG (Floribunda) 135cm

CABANA (Floribunda) 150cm ICED VOVO (Floribunda) 100cm

CANDY CANE (Hybrid-tea) 170cm JUST JOEY (Hybrid-tea) 140cm

CASANOVA (Floribunda) 140cm KETCHUP & MUSTARD (Floribunda) 150cm

CATHERINE McAULEY (Floribunda) 150cm LIFE OF THE PARTY (Floribunda) 100cm

CHAMELEON (Mini) 70cm LOVE SONG (Floribunda) 150cm

CHERRY BLOSSOM (Grandiflora) 150cm MACUSHLA (Grandiflora) 150cm

CITY OF GOULBURN (Floribunda) 150cm MARILYN MONROE (Hybrid-tea) 130cm

Apricot cream washed green.

COCONUT ICE (Grandiflora) 120cm MISTER LINCOLN (Hybrid-tea) 180cm

DAYBREAKER (Grandiflora) 140cm MOONSTONE (Hybrid-tea) 135cm

DEAR FATHER (Floribunda) 150cm MOTHER'S LOVE (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES (Hybrid-tea) 150cm MY HERO (Hybrid-tea) 140cm

DOUBLE DELIGHT (Hybrid-tea) 135cm NEON SUNSET (Mini) 70cm

EBB TIDE (Floribunda) 100cm NEPTUNE (Hybrid-tea) 140cm

Magenta to purple blooms. Clove fragrance. Rich lavender kissed with purple. Intense sweet fragrance.

EMBER GLOW (Mini) 70cm ORANGES & LEMONS (Floribunda) 150cm

FABULOUS (Floribunda) 120cm PAPA MEILLAND (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

Creamy white blossoms.

FALLING IN LOVE (Hybrid-tea) 160cm PARADISE (Hybrid-tea) 135cm

FAME (Grandiflora) 150cm PEACE (Hybrid-tea) 135cm

FATHER'S LOVE (Hybrid-tea) 150cm PERFUME PASSION (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

FEARLESS (Hybrid-tea) 150cm POPE JOHN PAUL II (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

FIREFIGHTER (Hybrid-tea) 170cm PRETTY LADY (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

FLIRTATIOUS (Floribunda) 125cm PUMPKIN PATCH (Floribunda) 125cm

$12.95

*
Flowers of coral-pink with an orange heart, formed in clusters.

$13.95$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

NEW TO SWANE'S IN 2024

BUSH ROSES

SOLD OUT

$12.95

***

Lavender to mauve blooms in clusters. 

Magenta buds open to showcase multiple shades of purple.

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

**

**

$12.95

Warm golden brown. Fruity scent.

$12.95

Velvety red blooms with golden yellow underside.

Orchid pink. Intense old damask rose.

SOLD OUT

$13.95

$12.95

Pale yellow striped with pale pink. Sweet scent.
$12.95

$11.95

SOLD OUT

$12.95

$14.95

Blooms of red, swirled with gold. As bright as the artist herself.

SOLD OUT ***

*

*

*

*

*

**

**

*

$12.95

**

***

Blue toned, mauve blooms. Amazing perfume.

Flowers have an exquisite pink blush. Sweet apple scent.

$11.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$11.95

***SOLD OUT

***

***

*

**

Beautiful pink blooms with strong fragrance.

Wonderful cut flower. Shining even pink throughout.

*

**

Velvet red blooms with a black sheen.
***

Large, classic shaped blooms of purple/pink.

**

Mini. Buds of dark red open to stunning vibrant orange. Australian bred.

*
Sensational orange and yellow striped blend.

A rose for the Wayside Chapel. Light pink. Australian breeding.

*

**

*

$11.95

$11.95

$12.95

$14.95

$12.95

$13.95

$14.95

$12.95

$12.95

$11.95
Lavender rose with magenta-red edging.

$14.95

Many petalled flowers of yellow with pink.

Purest even white. Beautiful citrus perfume.

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

*

*

Yellow, apricot & pink blends. Tea fragrance. 

Bright cerise pink with hints of sweet apple fragrance.

Rich deep burgundy, paler reverse petals. Sweet apple scent.

$12.95
Deep, bright pink against healthy foliage. Lightly scented.

***

***

**

*

***

*

**

Soft peach-pink rose with fragrance.

Rich, apricot blooms on a vigorous rose.

Pure and deep blonde.

$12.95

*

$12.95

Watermelon pink old English flowers, cream coloured reverse.

Repeat blooms of bright clear yellow.

Yellow, copper and gold fusion.

Intense orange - heat tolerant, sweet light scent.

$14.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

Clusters of rich copper buds open to bright orange.

$12.95

Warm pink on white.

SOLD OUT

***
Large, full red blooms. Intense, anise & berry fragrance

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT ***

Mini. Melon orange blooms with a smoky purple outer edge.

*

Red with cream centre. Large perfumed blooms. A classic.

***

*

Glowing coral red, extremely fragrant.

Rich, red blooms and sensational old rose fragrance.
***

*

$12.95

*

SOLD OUT

**

$14.95

*

**

$13.95**

***

***

$12.95

Yellow kissed with blush pink, repeat flowering.

**

Clean pink tones, deep pink buds.

Soft white to shell pink. Sweet rose fragrance.

Large porcelain blooms, pale pink on edges. Long stems, ideal cut rose.

Velvet red blooms with heady perfume. A classic. 

$12.95

$11.95

Deep, bright red clusters of ruffled flowers. Long lasting velvet blooms.

**

$12.95**

Deep red large blooms commemorating Gallipoli 1915.

***
Petite, light lavender blooms with an appealing fruity scent.

$12.95

Plush apricot yellow. Strong and spicy.

$12.95

$12.95

Large, rich apricot blooms. Very fragrant.

Delicious pink flowers with soft cream reverse. Australian bred.

Probably the world's best known rose. Crystal-white.

Smokey chocolate orange. Old rose fragrance.

$11.95

$13.95

$11.95

$12.95

$11.95

$12.95

$11.95

*** $12.95

SOLD OUT * $14.95

**

*
Yellow with red, cream or pink stripes. Citrus fragrance.

Stunning pink, peach and yellow blooms set against vivid green foliage. 

SOLD OUT **

Long stemmed blooms of red with white reverse. Strong classic tea 

$14.95
Mini. Attractive petite flowers of red, pink, and yellow that shift with age. 

Ivory petals overlaid with pink blush.

***

Pink/yellow striped blooms. 

Intense ember orange. Strong damask perfume. 

Rich lavender. Intense fragrance.

Hot plum pink, deep intense perfume. Named by RSPCA for pets.

Fuchsia pink striped blooms with strong citrus scent.

Luscious colour. Coral-on-cream shading.

Huge bright white flowers. Heavenly honeysuckle fragrance.

BUSH ROSES

$12.95

SOLD OUT

Long lasting clusters of brilliant yellow.

**

2024 WINTER ROSE 
WHOLESALE LIST -

FORWARD ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 31/5/24

Swane's Nurseries
ABN 38 093 818 645

Ways To Order:
Phone: 9651 1777    

Email: wholesale@swanes.com
In-store: Swane's Trade Direct Centre at Dural

Swane's Perfume Grading: *  Scented    **  Strong   *** Intense Height is at maturity and a guide only Page 1 of 4



QTY Scent Rose variety Height: multiples of 5 QTY Scent Rose variety Clear Stem: multiples of 5

QUEEN ELIZABETH (Grandiflora) 170cm BLUSHING PINK ICEBERG (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

QUEENSLAND GOLD (Floribunda) 100cm BRILLIANT PINK ICEBERG (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

REMEMBER ME (Hybrid-tea) 150cm BURGUNDY ICEBERG (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

Bright orange turning amber in perfectly formed blooms.

SCENTIMENTAL (Floribunda) 135cm DOUBLE DELIGHT (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

SEDUCTION (Floribunda) 120cm EBB TIDE (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

Dusky deep purple, double velvet plum flowers. Clove fragrance.

SIGHTSAVER (Hybrid-tea) 140cm FEARLESS (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

SOUL MATE (Floribunda) 120cm FIREFIGHTER (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Even butter golds. Free blooms. Liquorice candy fragrance.

SOUL SISTER (Floribunda) 150cm FRIESIA (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

Milky chocolate suffusing to atmospheric lavender.

St. MARY MacKILLOP (Floribunda) 120cm GOOD SAMARITAN (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Clear shell-pink, deeply edged rose-pink outer petals.

St. PATRICK (Hybrid-tea) 150cm HEAVEN SCENT (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Green buds opening to yellow blooms.

STAINLESS STEEL (Hybrid-tea) 150cm ICEBERG (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

Mysterious pastel colour. Strong perfume.

SUGAR MOON (Hybrid-tea) 130cm JUST JOEY (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Clean bright white, long stems, musk fragrance.

SUMMER OF LOVE (Hybrid-tea) 170cm MISTER LINCOLN (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Playful mix of yellows and coral. Velvet red blooms with heady perfume.

SUNDANCE (Hybrid-tea) 155cm MY HERO (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Clean pink tones, deep pink buds.

SUNNY BOY (Floribunda) 120cm NEPTUNE (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Rich lavender kissed with purple. Intense sweet fragrance.

SUNSTRUCK (Hybrid-tea) 140cm PEACE (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Deep yellow gold blushed and bordered with apricot orange. Many petalled flowers of yellow with pink.

SWEET CAILIN (Colleen) (Floribunda) 140cm POPE JOHN PAUL II (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

SWEET CAITLIN (Kathleen) (Floribunda) 140cm PUMPKIN PATCH (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

SWEET INTOXICATION (Floribunda) 160cm SEDUCTION (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

TABOO (Hybrid-tea) 150cm SOUL MATE (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

Even butter golds. Free blooms. Liquorice candy fragrance.

TANGERINE DREAM (Mini) 70cm SOUL SISTER (Floribunda) 80 - 90cm

Milky chocolate suffusing to atmospheric lavender.

THE CHILDREN'S ROSE (Hybrid-tea) 180cm SUNDANCE (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

Bright gold, edged orange-pink.

THE GOLDEN CHILD (Floribunda) 150cm VETERANS HONOUR (Hybrid-tea) 80 - 90cm

THE MANDALAY (Hybrid-tea) 165cm

TROPICAL SUNSET (Hybrid-tea) 150cm

Orange and yellow striped blooms soften to delightful pink shade. QTY Scent Rose variety Height: multiples of 5

TUSCAN SUN (Floribunda) 130cm BOSCOBEL 110cm

TWILIGHT ZONE (Grandiflora) 120cm GOLDEN CELEBRATION 300cm

Rich golden yellow. Wonderful tea scent! Climbing.

ULTIMATE PINK (Hybrid-tea) 150cm GRAHAM THOMAS 180cm

Cupped blooms in rich yellow shade. Lovely fresh tea fragrance.

VETERANS HONOUR (Hybrid-tea) 200cm HERITAGE 175cm

Soft clear pink. Beautiful fragrance.

VINTAGE (Hybrid-tea) 150cm JAMES L. AUSTIN 125cm

VOODOO (Hybrid-tea) 150cm JUBILEE CELEBRATION 170cm

Will cast a spell - blends of peachy oranges on opening. Rich salmon pink, tints of gold. Very strong fruity fragrance.

WARM WISHES (Hybrid-tea) 120cm JUDE THE OBSCURE 130cm

Magnificent, soft yellow, chalice-shaped blooms. Fruity fragrance.

LADY OF SHALLOT 120cm

OLIVIA ROSE AUSTIN 110cm

Full cupped rosette blooms of pretty mid pink. Fruity fragrance.

SUMMER SONG 120cm

Burnt orange- shades of apricot & yellow. Strong fruity fragrance.

THE POET'S WIFE 110cm

Large rich yellow blooms that pale with age. Citrus fragrance.

WOLLERTON OLD HALL Short climber

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

Full blossoms in glorious cherry-red.

Peach /apricot shading. Strong, fruity perfume.

Large, many petalled, deep pink rosettes. Light fruity fragrance.

**

**

16.95

16.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

*
Pink buds with lemon undertones open to beautiful parchment blooms.

$13.95

**

***

$12.95** SOLD OUT ***

16.95

***

***

***

16.95

SOLD OUT

***

Full blossoms in glorious cherry-red.

Pure pink, light sweet fragrance.

$12.95

*

SOLD OUT

**

16.95

$28.95

*

**

*

*

*

**

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

***

$28.95

***

*

$28.95

*

*

$14.95

$12.95

Soft pink profusion. Intense honeysuckle.

***

*

***

*

16.95

16.95

16.95

*

Soft apricot, paling to cream blooms. Magnificent perfume! Climbing.

$12.95

SOLD OUT

$12.95

$12.95

SOLD OUT

***

***

$12.95

DAVID AUSTIN ROSES

***

*

Beautiful soft pink rose. Airy fragrance.

*

* *

*

Bright cerise pink, sweet apple fragrance.

Clear pink ruffled blooms on strong stems.
*

$28.95

Flowers have an exquisite pink blush.

Red with cream centre. Introduced to Australia by Swane's. 

Intense orange - heat tolerant, sweet light fragrance.

$28.95

$28.95

$28.95

$28.95

Brilliant fuchsia pink. Free flowering.

$28.95

$28.95

$28.95

$28.95

Burgundy, paler reverse petals. Sweet apple.

$28.95

$28.95

*

$13.95

**

*

$12.95

$12.95

Black buds opening to deep strawberry red, strong tea scent.

$14.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

SOLD OUT

*

**

$13.95

**

*

Deep, velvety plum blooms. Divine scent.

Deep apricot orange finishing copper pink.

**

**

Soft powder pink double blooms, true rose perfume.

Lemon yellow with a sweet citrus tangy fragrance.

Sweet apricot shades. Sweet citrus tang fragrance.

Mini. A sea of vibrant tangerine-orange roses.

SOLD OUT *

*

Orchid pink. Intense old damask rose.

$13.95

Beautiful, bright gold blooms. 

SOLD OUT
Orange-red buds open to orange blooms, salmon-pink underside. Tea scent.

$12.95

*

$12.95

***

STANDARD TREE ROSES 
$28.95

Creamy-white blooms swirled with burgundy-red.

$13.95

$11.95

$28.95

Rich, red intense & sensational old rose fragrance.

Long lasting clusters of brilliant yellow.

$28.95

$28.95

$14.95

***

SOLD OUT

Golden yellow blooms with sunset red edges. Australian bred.

**

$28.95

$28.95
Purest even white. Beautiful citrus perfume.

Beautiful soft pink rose for any garden. Airy fragrance.

Cluster of rich copper buds open to bright orange.

$12.95

***

$12.95

**

**

Bright gold, edged orange.

Bright yellow. Strong fragrance.

Black buds open to richly fragrant blooms of velvet-red.

Clove fragrance. Rich amethyst magenta blooms. 

***

SOLD OUT 16.95***

SOLD OUT ***

** 16.95

16.95

SOLD OUT *** 16.95
Full blooms of salmon pink with a touch of peach. Fruit and myrrh scent. 

**

$12.95

BUSH ROSES

$12.95

$13.95

$12.95

$28.95

**

**

*

**

Large, rich apricot blooms. Very fragrant.

$28.95

$28.95

SOLD OUT

Probably the world's best known rose. Crystal-white.

$13.95

$12.95

This price list is for wholesale forward ordering of winter roses, 
in multiples of 5/variety.

Received before 31 May 2024, dispatched by 30 August 2024.

Orders received after this date may be charged at different rates.
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QTY Scent Rose variety Height: multiples of 5 QTY Scent Rose variety Height: multiples of 5

BLACKBOY (Hybrid-tea) 200 - 400cm BELLE PARFUME 100cm

BLAZE OF GLORY (Hybrid Tea) 250 - 350cm CARMAGNOLE 120cm

Coral orange blossoming dynamo.

CECILE BRUNNER 300 - 400cm CHARTREUSE DE PARME 100cm

CLIMBING PINKIE (Polyantha) 200 - 450cm CLAUDE MONET  130cm

Shell pink flowers in large clusters.

CREPUSCULE (Tea-noisette) 200 - 400cm COEUR DE NEIGE 150cm

Apricot to yellow, abundant blooms, sprawling habit.

GOLD BUNNY CLIMBING (Floribunda) 200 - 250cm COTE D'AZURE 120cm

Brilliant yellow, abundant blooms.

HIGH SOCIETY (Hybrid Tea) 300 - 360cm FRANCE LIBRE 120cm

Vigorous high spirited rich pink rose. A brilliant fiery orange with yellow reverse.

ICEBERG (Floribunda) 250 - 450cm GRAND SIECLE  150cm

Palest of pinks. Strong complex rose fragrance.

LADY IN RED 250 - 300cm MADAME DELBARD 120cm

PIERRE DE RONSARD  250 - 300cm NAHEMA 300cm

Soft pink & coral with carmine centre.

RED PIERRE DE RONSARD  250 - 300cm PARFUM DE PARIS 140cm
Burgundy red, double blooms. Seashell-pink, lighter reverse.  Strong fruity & violet fragrance.

SOCIAL CLIMBER (Grandiflora)  250 - 400cm RED INTUITION 160cm

Red & dark red patterning on elegant high-centred blooms.

DELBARD ROSES

Golden yellow double blooms-rose/citrus/berry fragrance.

*SOLD OUT

*

** $13.95
Deep pink classic, spicy fragrance.

** $12.95

$16.95

** $13.95

* $12.95

*
Double buds that open to a pale silvery pink.

Large crystal white, semi-double blooms.

** $12.95

$13.95

* $14.95

* $14.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

$12.95

***

 

SOLD OUT

Full petalled cup shaped blooms of elegant mid pink.
**

Warm purple/blueberry rose. Enchanting floral fragrance.

$16.95

White outer petals with a pale pink heart.

**

SOLD OUT

Pastel pinks, yellows, creams - large, double full blooms.

A fragrant deep crimson rose.

*
Bold, bright red rose. Climbing.

$13.95

$12.95

** $12.95

CLIMBING ROSES

$16.95

$16.95

$16.95

$16.95***

Lovely mauve/pink ageing to pure mauve. Seductive fragrance.
$16.95

$16.95***
Almond pink cupped petals-citrus, peach, apricot & rose. Climbing.

***

***

*

*

$16.95

$16.95

$16.95SOLD OUT

Deep cream centres, outer petals flushed pink.

$16.95

Swane's Wholesale Winter Rose Orders: Terms & Conditions
(Prices do not include GST)

Swane's winter roses spend up to 24 months in the field before harvest.
After harvest, each rose plant is graded according to Swane's quality standards.

To ensure winter roses establish well, the following handling & growing conditions 
must be provided:

• Ensure roses remain wet during the handling, potting/planting process.
• Unpack immediately and soak to rehydrate for 1 - 24 hours.
• Bounce prune - cut each stem back to within 100mm of the bud union.
• pH test the soil or potting mix. Tolerable range is 6.5 - 7 for roses.
• Plant in a slurry to avoid creating dry soil zones near roots.
• Position roses to receive a minimum of 6 hours uninterrupted sunshine.
• Roses potted or planted at the same time may bud and grow at different rates. Please 

contact Swane's for advice about any plants that seem slow to put on new growth.

Credit / Replacement Claims:

Swane's offers a like for like replacement or account credit for winter roses 
that fail to grow only when the handling and growing conditions described above 

have been adhered to. Swane's will not credit roses potted 
into any growing media that does not meet Australian Standards. 

In the event of a plant failing to grow, first talk to a Swane's Representative on
02 9651 1777 and send an email, with photos attached, to wholesale@swanes.com

To activate a credit or replacement, Swane's requires the return of the faulty plant 
along with soil or growing media samples for testing. Please return  
these only when instructed to do so by a Swane's Representative. 

A completed claim form will be required to activate the credit / 
replacement offer. This form will stipulate the requirements for each claim. 

A copy of your business's consumer guarantee policy will need to be 
supplied if replacing plants on behalf of a customer.

Swane's will always require the plants to be returned and 
will not handle enquiries directly from your customers.

Your Swane's account will be credited or a replacement plant provided in 
the season of purchase, or the next winter season, depending on availability.

Return freight or mailing charges are the responsibility of the purchaser.

Credit / replacement claims will NOT be accepted after 

Trade & Wholesale Customers can shop 
in-store 7 days a week.

Dural - 490 Galston Road

Mon- Fri: 7:30am - 5:00pm
Sat - Sun: 8:30 - 5:00pm

Packaged rose plants will be available at 
Swane's Dural from 8 May 2024.

Swane's Perfume Grading: *  Scented    **  Strong   *** Intense Height is at maturity and a guide only Page 3 of 4



I would like my order:
□

or Potted: Rose Qty Each Total

□ $4.00

□ $6.00

or Packaged: Rose Qty Each Total

□ $6.00

□ $4.00
 

I would like my order to include: Qty Each Total
$0.60
$1.40
$1.20
$6.95  

I would like my order to be shipped by:
□ Pick-up at Dural: 490 Galston Road □ Dry River Ferns
□ Australia Post (Bush roses ONLY) □ Courier-selected by Swanes
□ Plantfast □ Rosewood
□ Illawarra Transport
□ My preferred carrier is:        

Company:

Contact: Phone:

Date of order:

Address:

Suburb: State: P/Code:

Telephone: Mobile:

Email:

wholesale@swanes.com

Swane's logo packaged (standard roses)

Swane's will issue an order confirmation that will specify packaging + handling and freight costs.

Black pots 200mm (bush roses only)

Black pots 200mm (bush roses)
Black pots 250mm (for standards)
Separate hardwood stakes (17x17x105)
Rubber ties pack of 100

490 Galston Road, Dural NSW 2158

Black pots 250mm (for all standard roses)

There are 3 rose order options: Bare root, potted or packaged.

Additional items available:

Telephone: (02) 9651 1777 
www.swanes.com  

SWANE'S 2024 WINTER ROSES

Bare Root - no additional charges

For orders received before 31 May 2024.
WHOLESALE FORWARD ORDER FORM

Swane's logo packaged (bush roses)
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